Home Learning Pack
Year 6
Autumn Term Week 14

Home Learning Links
Oak National Academy
Oak National Academy is an online classroom and resource hub. It provides high-quality video lessons and
resources to support teachers, parents and pupils.
www.thenational.academy
BBC Bitesize
With BBC Bitesize it is easy to keep learning at home. You can access regular daily lessons in English, maths
and other core subjects.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize
Read Works.org
Read Works offers access to 3000+ comprehension for all age groups. Just sign up for a free account to
access fantastic texts.
https://www.readworks.org/
Education Quizzes
A series of short quizzes for children to complete related to the National Curriculum subjects. Just select
KS1 for Reception, Year 1 & Year 2 and select KS2 for Years 3-6.
https://www.educationquizzes.com/ks2/
Top Marks
A range of activities here but especially good interactive activities for maths.
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/
Classroom Secrets
The platform is aimed at primary aged children and covers subjects such as maths, reading, grammar and
spelling. The platform is really child-friendly so that they're able to access it on their own. There are a load
of games and interactive activities from phonics to SATs
https://kids.classroomsecrets.co.uk/
National Geographic
National Geographic is a great platform for learning and it’s totally free. There are online games, resources
and competitions, too.
https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/teacher-category/primary-resources/
Reading Eggspress
https://readingeggs.co.uk/
Top Marks
A website for great interactive maths games.
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/
Times Tables Rockstars
This is a great times tables game, practice all of the tables up to 12 x 12. Your child’s username and
password can be found in their Homework Book.
https://ttrockstars.com/
Monster SATs
On-screen and paper-based resources, including curriculum-based games for primary schools.

https://www.monstersats.co.uk/group-login-page/
White Rose Maths Hub
Daily ‘home learning’ lessons for Years 1-9. Every lesson comes with a short video showing you clearly and
simply how to help your child complete the activity successfully.
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/
Khan Academy
A great website for learning, with all activities and videos for every topic. A favourite of Mr Ellison.
https://www.khanacademy.org
Codeclub
Fancy something a bit different. Try out the Code Club website for free tutorials and guides no creating
code in a range of platforms.
https://projects.raspberrypi.org/en/codeclub
Duolingo
Fancy something a bit different. Try out the Code Club website for free tutorials and guides no creating
code in a range of platforms.
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Monday

English

Continue the story with your plan…
Maths

Day 1: Name parts of circles.
How would you
explain what a
radius, diameter and
circumference are to
someone who can’t
see this diagram?
What is the relationship
between the diameter and
radius as a ratio?

It is less obvious whether
there is a relationship
between the circumference
and the diameter or radius –
but today you will find out!
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Year 6

Day 1: Name parts of circles.

• If you draw a circle with a radius of 5cm, what will the
diameter be?
• Use a pair of compasses to draw a circle with a radius of
5cm. Align the point with 0 on a ruler and the pencil tip
with 5cm. Check that the diameter is 10cm.
• How could you measure the circumference?
• Use string to curl round the circumference, mark where it
meets the end, then measure this distance along the string
with a ruler.
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Year 6

Challenge:
Is Tia Correct?
Explain your
answer...
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Tuesday

English

Maths

Day 2: Classify and sort quadrilaterals.

• Draw a quadrilateral (4 straight sides), different from your
neighbour’s.
• Describe your shape to your partner and agree what is
different and what is the same.
Whose shape has at least one
pair of perpendicular sides?
What shape is it?

Whose shape has at least
one pair of parallel sides?
What shape is it?
Whose shape has
four right angles?
What shape is it?

Rectangles
have all right
angles.
© hamilton-trust.org.uk

Squares have all
right angles AND
four equal sides.
7

Whose shape has
four equal sides?
What shape is it?

A rhombus has equal
sides, but 2 different
angle sizes (opposite
angles equal).
Year 6

Day 2: Classify and sort quadrilaterals.

Let’s explore
quadrilaterals!

Click on the
picture to go to
the site.

© hamilton-trust.org.uk

Click on ‘angles’ and each
shape in turn. Move a point
and see what happens to
the shape.

8

Repeat, this time
clicking on
‘diagonals’.
Year 6

Day 2: Classify and sort quadrilaterals.

What criteria could we use to
sort these quadrilaterals in
this Venn diagram?
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Year 6

Challenge:
Is Malachi
correct?
Explain your
answer...
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Wednesday

English

• While he waited, he lowered himself down into the hold and found some big heavy chunks of coal. He carried them up on to the boards and
hid them. Then he found a small, sharp piece. He ran his hand along the edge of it. Just right.
• He laid the boards down across the coamings till they covered the hold completely, except for the small hatch board. Then he took the piece
of sharp coal and rubbed it against the rope that was round his neck. It seemed to take hours. He thought the rope would never begin to fray,
but all at once he felt the strands fluffing up and beginning to weaken. His wrist was aching. If Nick came while he was doing it, he thought,
he would just put his head down and pretend to sleep. It was only a matter of time now. The rope had to give. Bursts of sound erupted on
the river and from the village. Jim worked on, scraping and scraping at the rope. It had to give.
• At last he was through. The last slice of the coal cut his neck as the final strand snapped, but he didn’t care. He held the frayed end in his
hand and edged up to Snipe, careful not to startle him. The dog opened his yellow eyes and growled.
• “It’s all right, Snipe. It’s all right.”
• He forced himself to stroke the dog’s matted fur. Again Snipe growled. Jim kept on stroking him and talking to him softly, all the time listening
out for Grimy Nick. At last he judged the dog to be calm enough. He slipped the rope round Snipe’s neck and secured it. Good.
• Then he heard Nick coming back, singing and stumbling along the river bank. It didn’t matter. Jim had a plan for that. When Nick lumbered
on deck he raised the lantern and saw his boy and his dog sleeping side by side, the boy with his hand on the dog’s neck. He was touched by
their peacefulness. He tried to creep past them, lost his footing; and tumbled into his hold. Jim and Snipe both strained their ears, listening.
Almost at once Nick’s breathing steadied into a rumbling snore.
• For a long time Jim waited. Onshore, all the voices had quietened down. The hens and dogs, the cows and pigs in all the backyards of all the
villages had settled in for the night.
• Jim stirred slowly. Snipe half woke. Jim sat for a bit and then sidled his way to the hold. He watched the dog till it sank its head back into its
paws.
• “Come on. You can do it, bruvver. You can.”
And he knew that he could.
Slowly, slowly, he stood up, took hold of the hatch cover, and lowered it
• down. The dog slept on. One by one, and taking what seemed to be an eternity over it, he lifted up the big chunks of coal that he had
brought up earlier and, without making a sound, placed them on the hatch. He worked
• slowly and steadily, and still the dog slept. Then he straightened himself up. Nothing moved. Not a sound.
• He crept over to the side of the deck, glanced quickly round at the dog, and with one swift movement rolled himself off the lighter and on to
the bank. He righted himself, and began to run.

Maths

Day 1: Plot points and draw polygons in all 4 quadrants.

y

Do you remember
which axis is which on
the co-ordinate grid?

x

The x-axis goes across.
When reading and
plotting, the x co-ordinate
goes first and then the y.
Walk before you fly!
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Year 6

Day 1: Plot points and draw polygons in all 4 quadrants.

y
What co-ordinates
have been plotted on
the grid?

2nd
quadrant

1st
quadrant

The y -coordinate is negative
each time as it is below the
horizontal axis, a bit like being
below ground!
Today we are going to
use all four
QUADRANTS…

x

+

+
(6, -2)

(-4, -2)

4th
quadrant

3rd
quadrant

© hamilton-trust.org.uk
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Year 6

Day 1: Plot points and draw polygons in all 4 quadrants.

y
These are three of
the four vertices of
a rectangle.

(-4, 4)

+

+
x

+

Talk to a partner…
What are the co-ordinates of
the missing vertex?

© hamilton-trust.org.uk
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+

Year 6

Day 1: Plot points and draw polygons in all 4 quadrants.

y

(-5, 8)

+
+

(4, 6)

x

+
(-7, -1)

What are the co-ordinates
of the vertices of this
square?

+
(2, -3)

© hamilton-trust.org.uk
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Year 6

Day 1: Plot points and draw polygons in all 4 quadrants.

y
What shape is this?
(1, 5)

+
Sketch the shape (not the grid)
and label the co-ordinates of
its vertices…

(9, 2)

(-7, 2)

+

(-4, -3)

+
+

x

+
(6, -3)

Tell your partner how you
remember which order to plot
and read coordinates…

© hamilton-trust.org.uk
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Year 6

Challenge:

© hamilton-trust.org.uk

Thursday

English

• Instantly Snipe was awake. His howls rang across the night. He strained to pull against the rope, in a fury to be free.
Grimy Nick hollered himself into wakefulness and pummelled his fists against the hatch. Across the fields all the
backyard animals sent up their clamour. Lights blazed across the water.
• Jim sprinted on steadily, head down, dodging between bushes and trees. He could hear his own breathing, and the
flapping of his boot soles. Brambles tore at his breeches and his jacket. An overhanging branch snapped at his cap
and held it trapped, and Jim had to run back and tear it free. He loped on, his chest tight and bursting, his legs as
heavy as lead weights. He had no idea where he was going.
• He heard rustling in the undergrowth behind him and knew that he was being followed. The rustling became a
snuffling and panting. It was a dog. Jim’s leg hurt so much now that he couldn’t run any further. In total weariness he
flung himself down, head-first, covered his face with his hands, and waited for Snipe to spring.
• He was aware that everything had gone silent again, as if the world had sunk back into sleep. At last he made himself
turn his head. The dog was not Snipe at all, but a small terrier. He licked Jim’s outstretched hand and ran away again
through a hedge. There wasn’t a sound. If Snipe still howled, he couldn’t be heard from here. If Nick still hammered
and swore then the noise he made was lost in the night.
• “What if they’re dead, bruvver?” the voice crept into his head. “What if old Nick’s suffocating down there in the
hold? What if Snipe’s strangled
•
• himself on that rope?” He sat up, drenched with cold sweat. “What if you’ve killed them?”
• He trusted himself to stand up. There wasn’t a sound. He whistled softly for the dog, who padded back through the
hedge to him, ran up and then danced away. He was alone again, and this time it was the silence that made him
afraid. He crawled into the hedge, hoping to sleep, but the silence boomed around him.
• “Now you’ve done it,” the little voice whispered. “You’ve left your master to suffocate, and you’ve strangled his dog
on the rope. You’ve killed them both, you have. Now you’re for it, Jim.”

Children to continue writing their narrative story.

Maths

Day 2: Work out new co-ordinates after a translation.

y
What shape is this?

(-4, 3)

Now, let’s use our paper,
pencils and rulers to sketch
the shape (not the grid) and
label the co-ordinates…
Don’t rub off the co-ordinates
when we finish!

+

+

(3, 3)

x

+
(-6, -3)

+

(1, -3)

This parallelogram moves 3
squares to the right. Work with
a partner to agree the coordinates of its new position…

© hamilton-trust.org.uk
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Year 6

Day 2: Work out new co-ordinates after a translation.

y

This shape has been
translated; this means that it
has moved but kept its original
shape and orientation.
(-1, 3)

+

Look at the new co-ordinates.
What is the same; what is
different?

x

+

+

(4, -3)

(-3, -3)

© hamilton-trust.org.uk

(6, 3)

+
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Year 6

Day 2: Work out new co-ordinates after a translation.

y

This time, move the
parallelogram up four squares…
Sketch the shape on your
whiteboard, labelling the new coordinates.
(-4, 3)

(3, 3)

+

+

x

+
(-6, -3)

© hamilton-trust.org.uk
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+

(1, -3)

Year 6

Day 2: Work out new co-ordinates after a translation.

y
Look at the new co-ordinates.
What is the same;
what is different this time?

(3, 7)

(-4, 7)

+

+
(1, 1)

(-6, 1)

+

+

© hamilton-trust.org.uk
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Year 6

Day 2: Work out new co-ordinates after a translation.

y
Watch carefully…
Then discuss how to
describe this translation….

FINISH

x
The rectangle has moved
___ squares up and ___
squares to the right.

START

© hamilton-trust.org.uk
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Year 6

Challenge:
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Science
How does human anatomy compare to other
animals?
In this lesson, we will learn about the differences between humans and other
animals. We will first learn about vertebrates and invertebrates, followed by the
differences of animals who use lungs and gills to breathe. Then, we will briefly
compare brains of animals. Finally, we will complete some application questions.
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/how-does-human-anatomy-compare-to-other-animals-6rvk4e

French
Practise your conversational French with an adult.

Computing

Follow t he breadcr umbs
To out line t he need f or a navigat ion pat h
● I can explain what a navigation path is
● I can describe why navigation paths are useful
● I can make multiple web pages and link them using hyperlinks

Int r oduct ion

Do you know what a navigat ion pat h or br eadcrumb t rail is?

These are import ant when designing websit es.
Think, pair, share.
2

Int r oduct ion

Br eadcrumb t r ails
Have you heard the story of Hansel and Gretel?

3

Int r oduct ion

Hansel and Gr et el
Hansel and Gretel overhear their father and stepmother talking about
a famine. Their stepmother tells their father that they should lose the
children in the woods so that she and her husband can have more food
for themselves. Hansel hatches a clever plan to leave a trail of
breadcrumbs to lead him, and his sister, back to their father’s house.

4

Int r oduct ion

Br eadcrumb Trails
Breadcrumb trails, or navigation paths as they are sometimes known,
are very important when navigating a website.
● When you use a website it is helpful to be able to get back to
where you came from.
This is why breadcrumb trails are so important, they allow users to
keep track of where they have been on the website or how it is
structured.
● When you are planning a website, you need to think carefully
about which web pages link together to help the user to move
around the site easily.
5

Act ivit y 1

Websit e design
A website’s design usually starts at the top with the home page.

Then we create branches that lead from that web page to another.
These are called subpages.
6

Act ivit y 1

Websit e design example
Think carefully about how your pages will link together.
All About Animals

All About Dogs
Eat?

Live?

Babies

All About Cats
Eat?

Live?

Babies

All About Rabbits
Eat?

Live?

Babies

7

Act ivit y 3

Planning your websit e
Now plan out the rest of your website thinking carefully about how the
pages will link together.
Our School

Our Curriculum
Maths

Art

D.T.

Uniform
Uniform
shops

Staff
Mr
Smith

Mr
Jones

Mrs
Morris

Maths
games
9

Plenar y

Plenary
Verbal exit t icket :
What is a navigation path?
Why should you think about the
navigation path when designing your
website?
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Assessment

How conf ident are you? (1 - 3)
● I can explain what a navigation
path is
● I can describe why navigation paths
are useful

3 - Ver y conf ident

2 - Unsur e

● I can make multiple web pages and
link them using hyperlinks
1 - Not conf ident
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Geography

Tools of fieldwork: maps
In this lesson we will be learning about maps. We will begin by learning about
different types of maps and their purposes. Finally we will learn how to use four
and six figure grid references to find locations on a map.
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/tools-of-fieldwork-maps-cnhp8t

PDW/ Art
Use one of the following nets to create a secret Santa gift for a
friend or family member. Fill it with a message or mini gift you
have made.

Music
Learn the lyrics to the song ‘Happy’ by Pharrell
Williams
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G74_o_43_RQ

RE

